
EXPANDING Teach – Task – Test PEDAGOGICAL PROGRESSION 
THROUGH ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY EDUCATION

Rob developed a series of Hand-Print CHANGE environmental learning materials for enhancing
teaching and learning in the Life Skills curriculum. The materials were developed around local cases of
animal care concerns and the authentic stories collected were accompanied by photographs that invite
‘story sharing’ amongst the participating Grade 6 learners. Materials were developed in response to the
Fundisa for Change interest in enhancing the grasp of new environmental knowledge in the curriculum
and exploring transformative ways of teaching and assessment with the existing education system. The
implicit assumption underlying this notion of transformation is that all learning is a process of expansion
and that this develops from and in relation to what is known and already being done.

Rob used the Hand-Print 
CHANGE project as an 
environmental learning 
expansion of conventional 
Teach - Task - Test 
progressions commonly found 
in most school subject 
disciplines (see diagram 
above). Edwards reports how 
this common progression is 
found in conventional lessons, 
but notes how it can truncate 
agency and concept 
recontextualization as well as 

EXPANSION

higher order mastery of these concepts. For the development of the local Hand-Print CARE
materials on ‘caring for animals’ in the Grade 6 Life Skills Curriculum, Rob developed an
expansion of T-T-T as a referential benchmark around which teachers could improve their
teaching and assessment practices (see diagram above on right).
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The materials were developed in this way to present the material culture and practices reflected in
a positive case of the concerns related to how things are and what might best be done for the
common good Working with the Edwards (2014) task sequencing schema, the knowledge was
modelled in an authentic story towards leading questions for an inquiry task where the start-up
story and inquiry would collide around emerging empathy and concern and needing to be resolved
through a remodelling of better options and possibilities that could, in turn, be taken up into
change challenges that were either enacted or narrated by the students.

The Hand-Print CARE project is at a formative stage, with preliminary work being undertaken with
local NGO partners and teachers working with their pupils to fine-tune stories, inquiry tasks and
the design tasks and change challenges for each topic. Digital materials enable teachers to adapt
and print out or use the slides to engage the students in the formative stories and tasks.

The Life Skills Grade 6 curriculum learning progression is centred on an opening ‘problem
solving task or research assignment’ that develops into an ‘investigation' and a 'design
task’ that culminates in a 'practical project’. In line with this, the Hand-Print CARE
materials develops around the ethical question of looking after animals better. The
materials have a deliberative 'start-up around a story’ that leads into a local ‘Depth Inquiry’
task and a learner-led design task and change challenge.
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Research Narrative prepared by Rob O’Donoghue, March 2019

The narrative was developed to enable the teacher to model a concern for and with deliberating
students who then undertook depth enquiry tasks around questions related to caring practices in
their home or local community context. By engaging and deliberating matters of concern with local
case story materials, the issues presented as authentic and open to questioning enquiry, taking
the learners into inquiry tasks where they gather evidence in the home and community contexts of
daily life. The students were not presented with problems to solve but these emerged as matters
of concern that they uncovered and sought to resolve in a local context (see covers of the
materials below).


